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Terminology for Rules

Terminology for Rules
The term "data quality rule" has been
replaced by "validation rule". "Data quality
rule" is the new superordinate term for both
validation rules and derivation rules.
New app titles:
•

Validation Rules

•

Export Validation Rules

•

Import Validation Rules
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Audit Trail for Validation Rules

Audit Trail
The audit trail for validation rules
•

Lists all events in the history of a
validation rule

•

Is available in the Administrative Data
section of a validation rule
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Extra Data Provisioning

Extra Data Provisioning
Use predelivered procedure calls in the
BRFplus implementation of a validation rule
to
•

Access data in the tables of the product
data model independent of the chosen
base table

•

Access data in the tables of the
business partner data model
independent of the chosen base table

This is a convenient alternative to writing
own database lookups.
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Additional Expression Types for Export
and Import

Supported BRFplus Expression Types

Export and import of validation rules now support the following BRFplus expression types:
•

Formula (New)

•

Function Call (New)

•

Procedure Call (New)

•

Boolean, Case, Constant, Database Lookup, Decision Table

With OSS Note 3047953 you can use this functionality in earlier releases as well.
SAP MDG Validation Rules: New BRF+ expression types supported for Export/Import | SAP Blogs
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Thank you.
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